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This paper studies conditions of tightness for sequences of processes, which conditions are 
mclstly based on the use of ‘dominating’ increasing processes. The results obtained follow in 
directions initiated by Aldous and Rebolledo and are particularI\ well-suited for studying 
scqucnces of semimartingales. Al;o obtained arc results that extend sufhcicnt conditrons of 
,\ldous’s type to processes that arc not quasi-left-continuous. 
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0. Introduction 
The papers of Alddus [l] and Rebolledo [ 141 as well as earlier papers by 
Billingsley [4] and Grrgelionis [6] have drawn attention to the need for obtaining, 
for a given sequence cf probability measures on the Skorokhod space of functions 
on [w,, conditions for tightness that are related to the ‘time-structure’ of the 
corresponding processes. This time-structure is expressed in terms of the given 
filtrations and their interrelationships with the processes involved. Sufficient condi- 
tions obtained by such considerations turn out to be csyccial!y well suited for 
studying the probability laws of semimartingalcs, Markov processes, and solutions 
of stochastic equations. 
I’hz sufticient condition given by Aldous [l], which condition will be referred to 
as [A] from hereon, is a natural one and is easy to check in many cases. Rut, it 
implies that the limit laws of the sequences considered are laws of processes that 
are quasi-left-continuous. In particular, a sequence composed bl the infinitt: repeti- 
tion of the same probability law does not satisfy C‘on3ition iA] if the process 
corresponding to that law has fixed times of discontinuity, or more generally, has 
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predictable jump times. In this ITaper, we give a condition (and prove that it ensures 
tightness) which is trivially implied by [A] but does not have the drawback pointed 
out. Unfortunately, it is difficult to formulate; we state the condirion and give the 
proof of its sufficiency at the end of Section 4. We do, however, give other conditions 
implying it that are simple to state and often easy to verify; these are stated in 
Section 2. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 is devoted to preliminaries and 
definitions. One of the main theorems, about laws of localiy square integrable 
semimartingales, is stated without proof in Section 2 with comments, examples and 
counter-examples. In Section 3 we recall Condition [A] and search for an analogous 
hypothesis which we want a sequence reduced to one process to satisfy. We introduce 
the resulting Condition [A’] in Section 4, study it, and give our main technical 
result. The latter is listed as Theorem 4.8; it extends the result of Aldous [l] and 
is the main tool for the proofs of the theorems stated in Sections 2 and 7. Section 
5 is devoted to the study of sequences of increasing processes. Section 6 gives the 
proof of the main theorem stated in Section 2. Section 7 gives further general 
results for semimartingales and tells more on the relationships between relative 
weak compactness of a sequence of laws of semimartingales and that of the sequence 
of laws of stochastic integrals with respect o them. 
This paper is a systematic exposition of results that are partly contained in [8] 
and [ 131 with many new additions. 
1. Preliminaries and notations 
Let d EN. We denote by KD” the space of all mappings from Iw, into R” that are 
right-continuous and have left-hand-limits at every t E IR +; these mappings are 
usually called cad-lag (“continus B droite avec limite g gauche” in French). This 
set is endowed with the topology JI of Skorokhod (see [ 151 or [3], and also [ 1 l] 
or [16] fdr the extension from the case ID” ([O, 111 to the case D“ (R,.) := ID”). We 
recall that the topological space ID is got homomorphic to the product space 
D’x. * - x [ID’ (d times), the topology of D” being actually finer. We denote by 9” 
the Bore1 (r-algebra of D“ and by (t:‘), -(, the canonical process on UY1, that is 
&9X, =X(r) fo r every t 3 0 and s ED“. We let .Q?y denote the following (r-algebra 
of subsets of ID”: 
Thus, &? = (.Z?i’Jt -(; is a right-continuous filtration on (.I@‘, 9”1, and we recall that 
,yt’ = V,!& := Jj,J, 
For the sake of simplicity, when n -= 1, we will write D, !?, PI, 2, 5 instead of 
D’, Y’, P:, g’, <’ respectively. 
. 
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If P is a probability measure on (ID, SF), we denote by g(p) = (zB,(&,~ -,, the 
smallest filtration with the property that 6&(P’) contains !Sd, and all the negligible 
sets of the p-completion of 9. 
The following relative-weak-compactness criterion based upon Prokhorov’s 
theorem is well known (see [3]). Here and elsewher#:, if x E I@ and N, 8 > 0, we define 
wN(x, 6) := inf 
1 
max sup 
is-r t,‘I.V-=1<r,+, 
Ix(c)--x(s)I: r 2 1, 
1.2. Theorem. Let <fin),,, be a sequence of probability measures on (Dd, gd). Its 
closure for the weak topology of bounded measures on (Dd, ~22~) is compact for this 
topology (we will then say that (p,,) is relatively weakly compact) if and only if the 
following two conditions hold: 
(i) For every N > 0 and E > 0 there exist a E Iw, and no E N such rhat 
(ii) For every N > 0, E > 0, q > 0 there exist 8 ‘> 0 and no E N such tkaf 
sup P”{W”([“, l!I)~Y/}-‘e. 
I, 3110 
We end these preliminaries with a few notations concerning processes. A stochas- 
ric basis (.R, 9, F, P) is a probability space (0, 9, P) with a filtration F = (91)IzC~ 
that is a right-continuous increasing family of sub-g-algebras of 5. When .‘F is not 
mentioned explicitly, it is to be understood that 9 = .!F& := V@!. The family of all 
stopping times with respect to the filtration 9 will be denoted by Y(g). 
If X is an k-valued cad-lag stochastic process on (L?, 9, P), its law px is the 
probability measure defined on (UY’, LSd) as the image of P under the mapping 
o --)X(w) from R into ID”. The filtration on (J?, 9) generated by X- is denoted by 
px, that is, 
kF;Y := n cr{Xr : r S s}. 
v -, 
The jump process LX of X is defined by setting AX0 = 0 and 
Ax~=xl-x,_=x,-ljf;13xs, t>o. 
An increasing process is a real-valued process ail of whose paths are non-negative 
increasing cad-lag functions. If A and B are increasing processes, we shall say that 
A is greater than B for the strong orcler, and shall write B <A, if A -B is 3t1 
increasing process. 
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For all definitions and results in the general theory of stochastic processes we 
refer the reader to [S], [7] or [12]. 
2. Statements of the main results for locally square integrable semimartingales 
For each n EN let (n”, 9”, F”, P”) be a stochastic basis and let X” := (X”‘)i. cl 
be a d-dimensional semimartingale on it. In this section we specialize the main 
results of Sections 6 and 7 to the case where the processes X” are locally square 
integrable and X;l, = 0. ‘rhis is equivalent to saying that Xl; = 0 and that the jump 
processes KY” are locally square integrable, which is in turn equivalent 10 the 
existence of decompositions 
X” = M” + A” (2.1) 
where each M” is a locally square integrable martingale and each A” is a predictable 
procr:ss with finite variation and Mlf = A;; = 0. 
We shall write V(A”‘) for the variation of the ith component of the process A”, 
that is, VtA”‘), = 1:) IdAY’\. 
The following increasing predictable process (which is basically a ‘dominating 
process’ for X” in a sense to be explained in Section 6) will play a fundamental 
role in Theorem 2.3 below: 
F” := ,y&_f”‘, M”‘)+ \.‘(A”‘)). (2.2) 
Let (G”),, .(, be a sequence of increasing processes. each G” being detincd on 
the probability space (R”, ;$;“, I”‘). For such a sequence we introduce the following 
conditions. 
Condition Cl. The sequcncc \~~;~~ ),, .(, converges weakly to a limit p such that 
P({s : x is continuous}) = 1. 
Condition C2. (P~~;~~ 1 converges weakly towards a Dirac probability mcasurc ([hut 
is, !G” 1 converges in law to a dctcr ministic process). 
Condition C3. ‘The probability spaces (R”. :7”, P I) arc alt identical to the same 
probability space (f2,9, P) (the filtrations may be ditferent) and there exists an 
increasing process G on this space such that 
ti) G is predictable with respect to the fltration $I“ defined by 3: := n,, 3;‘, 
ad 
(ii) (G”) con\*erges to G in probability (under P) as a scquencc of mappings 
from f1 to ID; endowed with the Skorokhod topology. 
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Condition C4. (&n) converges weakly to a limit p such that the canonical proccs; 
5 is g(P)-predictable. 
Relations between the above conditions will be studied at the end of this section. 
For the present we list the following theorem specializing the results of Section 6 
in the setup described above in order to illustrate the main contribution of this paper. 
2.3. Theorem. Suppose that for eoery TV E IV there exists au increasing 9”-predictabl 
process G” on (J?“, 9”, P”) which is greater than F” (see (2.2)) for the strong orderv 
such that the sequence (G” ),, -<o fulfills one of Conditions Cl-C4. Then, 
(i) the sequence (&pa),, --. is relatively weakly compact, 
(ii) more generally, if H” is an 2”-predictable process on (R”, 9”, P”) with values 
ill R” x R” for each n and the sequence (H”) is uniformly bounded, and ij” we write! 
Y” for the stochastic integral process H” - X”, then the sequence (&,?I I,, 2. of probabil.. 
ity meauues OII 53”’ is relatiz?ely weakly compact. 
It is clear that [ii) implies (i), but (i) is the most important. 
Theorem 1.2 and the definition of the strong order on increasing processes show 
that, if a sequence (G”) exists satisfying one of Conditions Cl to C4, we have the 
relative weak compactness of the sequences (%), (&,~~,) and (&n j; Theorem 2.:5 
shows that, in addition, we have the relative weak compactness of the sequences 
(&II ), (~:&,~,F~~,) and ($‘x_~~,G~~, ). In the latter cases, the processes (X”,F”) and 
(X”, G”) are in fact (d + 1)-dimensional locally square integrable semimartingales 
whose corresponding processes defined by (7.2) are smaller than 2G” for the strong 
order. 
It is important to note that the relative weak compactness alone of the sequences 
(&II) and (&al) does not imply the relative weak compac4ness of (&~~,c;~~,! isee 
Counter-example 2.6). 
2.4. Remarks. (a) It is clear that the relative weak compactness of the sequence 
C&~~ 1 has a priori nothing to do with the particular filtrations F” on (R”, 9”, P” 1 
being considered. Thus, it seems more appropriate to consider only the filtrations 
generated by the processrr X” themselves. On the other hand, the process F” 
clearly depends on the filtration 3”, and it is convenient in applications to try to 
get the sufficient conditions above in terms of filtrations which may be bigger than 
the $;“I’ and which express the structural properties of X” more naturally. 
(b) Theorem 2.3 applies in particular with F” = G”. In this case, and assuming 
that Condition Cl holds, the result was first obtained by Rebolledo [14]. If (G”) 
satisfies Condition Cl, then the predictability of ;Ite G” can be omitted. 
(c) The reason for introducing the G” instead nf working with only the F” is 
based on the following observation: It is possible that the processes F” fulfill none 
of Conditions Cl-C4 and yet are smaller for the strong order than, say, an increasing 
function g. In this case, Condition C2 holds with G’,‘(W) = g(t). 
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(d) Each one of Conditions Cl-C4 implies the relative weak compactness of 
(P$ ). If the 1’ imit probability measure of this sequence puts probability one on 
(s : .x continuous}, then Theorem 2.3 shows via Condition Cl that (&?I) is relatively 
weakly compact as well. This observation leads naturally to the following questions. 
Question 1. Does the relative weak compactness of &I) imply that of (P&n)? 
Question 2. In th e converse direction, if Theorem 2.3(i) or (ii) holds, is the 
sequence (&t) relatively weakly compact? 
Question 3. In Theorem 2.3, is it possible to replace F” by another increasing 
process, in particular, the non-predictable process 
F”’ := 1 ([M”‘, ,‘ii]+ V(A"'))? (2.5) 
The answers to these three questions are all “no”: we give counter-examples 
show this. 
to 
2.6. Counter-example. We set R =]O, a[, 5 the a-algebra of its Bore1 subsets, 
T(w) := w, .F the smallest filtration for which T is a stopping time, and F the 
probability measure under which P{ T > t} = e. ‘. For each II E m we define 
It is easily checked that M” is a martingale, that the process F” dchned by (2.2) 
is given by F:’ = 7‘ A t + AI’, and that P-almost surely the paths of F” converge 
towards the paths of F y := T A t + lL.,._,=,i in the space D. Therefore, the sequence 
(~,YI) converges weakly to pF-. As the sequence (X:‘),,,% of random variables 
converges almost surely to XF, the only possible weak limit of px*i is ps c. But, 
with probability one, X” has two jumps of magnitude 1 while X‘ has one jump 
of magnitude 2. So, the laws ~.Y~~ and p, L’ are carried by disjoint closed sets in the 
Skorokhod space, and the sequence ~~~~~) has therefore no weak limit points. The 
process F” is not predictable, and this example shows that Condition C2 without 
the predictability property of G would not imply the relative weak compactness 
of (px,n). Note that, in this e,xample, (p hl~~ ),,, s is relatively weakly compact, but the 
sequence (P, .I~‘~,~..~~, 1 is not. Finally, note that the sequence (F” I satisfies Condition 
C‘3(ii) and all spaces (0” , :F”, P” ) are identical, but (F”) does not satisfy Condition 
<‘3(i). 
2.7. Counter-example. This is to show that the relative weak compactness of 
(&,I),, -0, namely the property mentioned in Theorem 2.3!i), does not necessarily 
imply the relative weak compactness of (!$~),, -0 and does not imply 
2.3(ii) either. I,et 
.Y’“lf) = 
\:nlt .-- 2k/r1 I if Zk/rz - f *-I (3 + l),/rf, 
-_ \/l&l - (2k + 2)/rf ) if (2k + 1 )/II “. I C (2k t 21/u. 
property 
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which converges uniformly to x(t) = 0 as n + 00. The sequence (x’l) of deterministic 
functions has the property 2.3(i). The process F” is the variation process of x”, and 
where 
11”(t) = 1 (1~2k/,,,,tk+l,/n[(t)- 1[,2k+I,/,,,,Zk+2)ln[(t)). 
k =O 
Clearly (FF~) has no weak limit. 
2.8. Counter-example. This is to show that the property 2.3(ii) may hold without 
implying the weak compactness of (p” .ttj. We let R consist of four points o,, w2, 
“I~, OJj; the probability measure P puts equal weights of d on each point; 5:’ := (0, a} 
if t <I 1, is genaxated by {ol} and (02) if 1s t < 1 + 1 /IZ, and is the a-algebra of ail 
subsets of R if t 2 1+ l/n. We define 
H here 
U(w,) = 1, U(o_l) = -1, U(0.Q) = U(w4) = 0, 
V(o,) = Vtwr) = 0, Vh.3! = 1, Z’(Wj) = -1. 
It IS easy to see that X” is an 3”-martingale, and 
whcrc 
W\tc,) = W(w-,) = 0, W(oJ31) = W(w,) = 1. 
The sequenclz (F:‘) converges to F: := (:+ CV)loI,wn(r) for all t 30, and as in 
Counter-example 2.6, we see that ($F-) has no weak limit. But the paths of X” 
conkzrges to the paths of (U + C’)li:I..i; in ED. and for any uniformiy bounded 
sequence of predictable processes H” and any subsequence of H” * X”, it is possible 
to extract a subsequence whose paths converge in ID. Thus, the property 2.3(iij holds. 
The relationship between the property 2.3(ii) and the rl.!ativc weak compactness 
of c&A~) will be studied in Section 7; they will he seen to be equivalent when the 
proccsscs X” arc continuous and A” = 0 (or M” = 0). 
2.9. Counter-example. Let (fl,$ P) be as in Counter-example 2.6, set T” = 
1 + T,IJZ, and let 3” be the smallest filtration for which 7”’ is an 3”~stopping time. 
The process X” defined b) 
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is an &P-martingale, and the processes associated to it by (2.2) and Theorem 2.3 
are given by 
F: :=n(t-l)AT”, F:” = l~r”‘,m[(t). 
The paths of (F”‘) converge a.s. in D, while neither (I’,n) nor (Finn) is relatively 
weakly compact. This gives the negative answer to Question 3 of Remark 2.4(d). 
We conclude this sectiton with a few comments on Conditions Cl-C4. 
2.10. Remark. One has trivia!:? Cl 3 C4. We now show that C2 +C3. Let us 
put iT = 11” I?“, 9 = Q, 911, 9, = n, _., to,, *c”f ), p = @,, P’, and denote by _%‘I, I!” 
and G” the natural extensions of X”, F” and G” to f?. The process x” is a 
scmimartingale on (fi, $,F, p) with F’* having the same relation (2.2) to x” as F” 
!o X”, and we have F” < G”. Condition C2 implies that the sequence (c”) of random 
variables with values in ID converges in law and in probability to a point x E [ID, and 
therefore, Condition C3 is fulfilled with G,(W) = x(t). 
2.11. Remark. It is clear that Condition C4 does not imply Condition C3, since 
the weak convergence of the sequence (I%~J) is strictly weaker than the convergence 
in probability C3(ii) when the limit is not deterministic. 
2.12. Remark. Olle might think that Condition C3 implies Condition C4. But this 
is wrong as the following counter-example shows. Take again the setup described 
in Counter-example 2.6. The sequence G” := li,, , + I/rl,Icg clearly satisfies Condition 
C3, its limit is G” = l~7+1,~~r and the stopping time T* 1 is predictable. But the 
law fiG= is carried in ED by the set of functions 
E&, := (x:x(f)= l[,,.cr&),lI E[W+}. 
The canonical process 6 is pG+z-equivalent to the process l~~.~l where 7(x) = u if 
.Y -E E?,, and s = lT,,,,g and 7.(x. ) = a~ for all .Y & !I&,. The filtration $? (~c;~~ ) induces the 
:ima:lest filtration, up to 13 (;o:-null sets, for which 7 is a stopping time. A classical 
argument shows now that, for such a filtration, 7 is not a predictable stopping time 
since its law is diffuse. Hence, 6 is not predictable with respect to $I$(~,~). 
2.13. Remark. In Section 5, we will show that Conditions C2 and C3 are respectively 
c’quivalent to the following Conditions C’2 and C’3 in which the Skorokhod topology 
does not appear explicitly. 
Conditioa C’2. Thcrc exists an increasing right-continuous function g from IF!., into 
!Z j and a dense subset D of [IB + containing 0 such that, for every t ED, the P”-law 
ctf the random variable G:’ (rcsp. of ihe random x;ariable Co_._,:_ I (AG:’ 12) converges 
t19 the Dirac measure at point g(r) (resp. at point C,,. ,~. ,A~(s’)~). 
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Condition C’3. This is Condition C3 where we replace (ii) by 
(ii’) there exists a dense subset D of III+ containing 0 such that, for every t ED, 
the random variables G:’ and &<sst (AGY)” converge in probability to G, and 
CDisst (AG,)2 respectively. 
3. Some preliminary remarks on Aldous’s condition and laws of semimartingales 
For every n E N, we consider a cad -lag process X” taking values in IR” and defined 
on some stochastic basis (I?“, g”, F”, P “). Aldous proved in [I] that the condition 
mentioned in Theorem 1.2(i) and the following condition, which we call [A], 
together are sufficient for the relative weak compactness of the sequence (&!I ),, .+ 
- Condition [A]. For every E > 0, n > 0 and N > 0, there exist 6 > 0 and II{, E N such 
*that the following holds for every pair (S”, T”) of ,F”-stopping times: 
This condition is not formally stated by Aldous [l], but is imbedded in the proof. 
As noted by Aldous, Condition [A] implies the “asymptotic quasi-left-continuity 
of the processes X”“, which property means essentially that the jumps of X” 
occurring at predictable stopping times become negligible in probability as II +a. 
To avoid lengthy definitions, consider the case of a stationary sequence (X” 1, 
that is, X” =X for all II, on (R, %, $, P). If T is a predictable stopping time foretold 
by an increasing sequence (&)k.~~, of stopping times, then Condition [A] implies 
easily that XT =X T -is. Hence, X is quasi-left-continuous. 
We are, therefore, looking for a condition more general than [A] (in particular, 
not implying the quasi-left-continuity of the limiting processes) that is trivially 
implied by [A] and that is satisfied by any sequence (J?y”) where X” =X and X is 
a locally square integrable semimartingale. 
Let X be a d-dimensional locally square integrable semimartingale defined on 
(R, P,F, P) and having X,, = 0. We consider the canonical decomposition of X 
and the process F defined by (2.1) and (2.2): 
x =M+rl., F= c ((M’, M’)+ V(.4’ )I. (3.1) 
IS lf 
For each II E IO, co], we define a sequence of predictable stopping times by 
r,,(rl) := 0, I , . , T,,I(~~) := inf(t: i :> T;(u), AF, >24}, 
and we set 
(3.21 
X(u) := x -. c ,ax-,,,,,l,,;,,,,:~t. 
( -1 
As a trivisi consequence, we have x(00) = .Y and F(m) = F. 
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With these notations and definitions, we state the following. 
3.4. Proposition, (i) For every E >O, q >O, N > 0 und u ~10, q2/8d2(2d + q)[, 
there exist S > 0 such that 
for all S, T E S(p). 
(ii) For every E ~-0, 77 > 0, N > 0, u E IO, OO[, there exist (T > 0 such that for every 
s E .T(fl. 
P( U{~(u)-o<S<T,(u)+cr,SsN,SfT,(u),IAXsl~tl})sp. 
; :. , 
Before proving this proposition we establish a lemma, which will be used again 
later. 
3.5. Lemma. For every F > 0, 77 > 0, u E 30, 001, and every pair (S, T) of stopping 
times with S G Tone has 
Proof. Since the set R(u) := IJizl I[Ti(u>j is predictable, X(u) = lB,u)c * X (where 
Y - X denotes the stochastic integral of the process Y with respect to X) is a 
hxally square integrable semimartingale, and the associated increasing predictable 
process of (3.1) is F(u) = lRLukc - F. We may therefore consider only the case II: = 00, 
that is X(U) =X and F(u) = F. 
From the elementary inequality 
%Ading for any positive random variable Z, we obtain 
p sup ,A:-A;I~]c~+p{~(A’),-- WA’). $ SF}. 
S,-r- I 77 
ixt us define 
Nr := kc -A‘f:,s, B, := (I@, M’), -(M’, Mi)r4. 
I ‘Gng, the fact that N’ is dominated by B in the sense of [lo], we may write 
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Therefore, 
which proves the lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 3.4. (i) Let TJ’ := q2/4d2(2d -1-7). In view of Lemma 3.5 it 
is enough to prove the existence of 6 >O such that 
P{F(u)T-F(u)s~rl’,S<T~(S+S)r\N}~~/4d. 
t-p FOP /A:-A+&}) 
S<tcT 
119 
The function t +F(u, w), is increasing and has only jumps smaller than $TJ’ since 
u < $17’. Thus, 
p f-l SUP wu)t+l,, -F(u),) Q+’ ( I = 0, A t-IN I) 
and it is therefore possible to find a S >O such that 
P sup (F(u),+, -F(u)t) > $77’ 
t<N 
For this 6, .the required inequality holds. 
(ii) Since limi,, T(U) = a,it isfirstpossible tochooseq ~Nsuch thatP{T,, 4N)s 
&. Then for each i = 1,. . . , q, we show the existence of LT~ > 0 such that 
P{ldX,ILq forsome CE ]O,N]rT]T(U)-o_i, Ti(U)+Ui[, t f T(rc)}CF/2q. 
But this follows immediately from 
4. A sufficient condition for weak compactness 
Let R be a set with a filtration $? A family (T;(u): i E N, u E 10, a]} of $%topping 
time< will be called a sieve if 
To(u) = 0, Ti(oo)=ce for i 3 1; (4.1.1) 
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T,(lI)<m 3 ;c+,(U)> Ti(U:l; (4.1.2) 
lim K(U) = Co; (4.1.3) 
ffl 
u’<u 3 IJ (ITxu)Jj c IJ [Ticu’jn. (4.1.4) 
isI i -3 1 
If X is a d-dimensional cad-lag process on R, then 
T,,(U) = 0, 7;+l(u):=inf{t: t~Ti(u),jiy(,l>u} (4.2) 
det’c;tes a sieve of F-stopping times for every filtration 9 to which X is adapted 
(see (3.2) for its use). We call it the sieve generated by X. 
4.1. The rcmirt theorem 
From now on, for every n E 101, we consider a stochastic basis (Q”, P”, F”, P”’ ) 
and an .F”-adapted cad-lag process X” taking values in 32”. 
Condition [A’]. We say that the sequence (LI”, Y”, p”, P” ; X”) satisfies Condition 
[A’] if for tach n there exists a sieve of F”-stopping times (7:’ (u): i EN, u E IO, a]) 
having the properties [A;], [Ai; and [A.$] belovF: 
Properly [A;]. For every II I 0 and u E 10, a[, 
lim sup P” u {T:‘(u)-- N, T:‘(u)-- T.Y 1 l~r)<rr} -0. 
( ) 
(4.3) 
.r,I) I, 1 -1 
Property [.4i]. For each n E N and II E ](I, CC], define 
X”(U) :=X” = x LX’;:I,,,, l;.,.;rlr),x[* (4.4) 
I -1 
There exists a function p (hi, 71, F ) on R , , increasing in s, having O<p(N, r), F 1-s 77 
for every i/V, q, F ), and having the property that for every N > I), 17 > 0, E ) U one 
can find K -70, E;,E “ti such that 
slip p”{/X)“([,ji.’ - X”([{)‘:.</ -?+s”: T”. (,y” -i_~)~~}-.r-~~ (4.5) 
rt .I,( 
ior all S’“, T” c .?I ._I” I and 14 . p iN. 71, F ). 
Prqwr?v [A;]. For evczry A’ ;-~(I. q :> U, 11 E ]O, a3[ and every sequence (S” 1 E 
'\ 
i._j i 7':' tl( ) -(T '-' .$'I < 7-:' (I/ )+(J, 
I .I 
o*r .S” - “I;, S" f 7y'(ll ) , ,sy; 2 7)) = 0. 
> 
(4.61 
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4.7. Remarks. (a) By taking 5” =Fx” and T:(u)=+~ for all ial, UE]O,OO] 
and n EN, one sees immediately that Condition [A] of ‘Aldous implies Condition 
[A’] trivially. 
(b) Let (n”, 9”, p”, P”;X”) = (fI,p, @, P; X) where X is a locally square 
integrable semimartingale, and consider the sieve of Zj%topping times defined by 
(3.2). Then Property [A;] is trivially true, and Proposition 3.4 yields Properties 
[A;] and [Ah] with p(N, 77, E) = 77 A (~77*)/(Sd’(2d + q)). 
4.8. Theorem. Condition 1.2(i) together with Condition [A’] are sufficient for the 
relative weak compactness of (r’~~~), a”. 
Proof. We have to prove that Condition [A’] implies Theorem 1.2(ii). We do this 
in two steps. 
Step 1. Let N>O, q >O, e >O be given. For every u >O we define the CF”- 
stopping times Si (2) by 
i 
S;;(u) := o,, * . , s;,, := inf{t: t >SE(u), (X:l (u) -Xg;,I,, I> q}. 
As a consequence of Property [A;], there exist S > 0 and 12,~ E FV such that for every 
u<p(N,q,~), kEfVandnan(), 
P”{s;:,~(u)~N,s;L+,(u)cs;:(u)+cs}~~. (4.9) 
Let 4 be an integer with qS > 2N. Using [A;] again, one can find S’ > 0 and n 1 E N 
such that, for all u <p(N, 77, ~/q), Cr EN and rz > tz~, one has 
P”{S;l, (r,)sN, S ;+1(u)<s;:(u)+s’}~~/q. (4.10) 
We choose u <p(N, 77, E/q; sp(N, q, E); with u being kept fixed, let us write SZ 
instead of S;(u) for the sake of typographical simplicity. ‘For II 2 nz := no v II I this 
sequence SL fulfills the inequalities (4.9) and (4.10). 
Using (4.9), we first show that 
P” (S; < N} < 2~. (4.11) 
To see this, note that S:i = Czl., aSi -SE. I 1, and hence 
NP”{s:; <Nj~E”[S:Jl~s;c-~‘,] 
by (4.9), since q -was chosen so that q8 > 2N. 
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Next, (4.11 i and (4.10) together imply that 
sup p..[(S,PN}n(~~(S;:-S;. , >iY})]al-)F* 
It ‘,1J 
(4.12) 
Now, using [A;], we get the existence of cri > 0 and 123 EfV such that 
(4.13) 
I-et us define 
G;: := {S:; 2 N}n n is;-s;: 1 >2C) 
I- k- I, 1 
n{T:‘(U)‘=:N,T:‘(II)--T:’ &)<cr]i” 
l-1 1 
n u {T:‘(u)-cr<S;:<T:‘(~)+cr,S;1iN,S~#T:’(u), 
[ 
1. k- q 
l -I 
/Axl;-Li>77} '. 
I 
(4.14) 
Inequalities !4,12, and (4.13) and Property [A:] imply the cxistencc of (T > 0 and 
tt4 E f;r such that 
inf FIG::) 15 1 - SF. (4.1s) ,I -,I., 
Srq 2. We now proceed to the construction, for each :!I E G::, of a sub-division 
o-r,,<- .“:I, = N of the interval [O, N] such that t,,l - f, 2 CT for each i < r and that 
sup :,iip /x:‘kJ~-x:I(w)~~88f7. (4.16) 
(1, p’ r ,,: s. ,. Ip., 
Once this isdone, :he proof of the theorem is completed by noting that II’~(X”, CT) c 
H7 on G::, which implies by (4.15) that 
which is ,Jrecisely the condition 1.2iijl. 
To return to the construction, we d’o the foliowing. We rearrange in Iheir natural 
order the points T~(II, WI belonging to [O, N] and the points Sk(W 1 A N that do not 
kttrng to any of the intervals ]T:‘itd, W) -u, T:‘(u, W) +cr[. Each interval [f,,, I,- I[ 
trf the obtained sequence 0 = tc,< - a - < I, = N is, then, of one of the following four 
tt t”i’\: 
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Case (iii) [TI (u, w), S;(W) A N[ with S,“-,(w) < T7 (u, l,d) G S; (0) -.- 0 neces- 
sarily (by the same reasoning as in (ii)), 
Case (iv) [Tr (u, o), T~=I (u, o) A N[ with at 
(S;(W))~~~ belonging to it. 
Every interval [t,, &+I[ is actually included in 
for some i, and therefore, 
most two points of the sequence 
an interval [TY (u, o), TY+, (u, o)[ 
This inequality and the definition of stopping times S; imply in particular that, in 
Case (i), 
sup Ix:(w)- x:(o)~d277. 
t,~s<tcrp+l 
In Case (ii) there is at most one S;(w) in the interval, in which case /AX:; (w)I d 9 
(recall that w E Gt, see (4.15)). Hence, 
SUP lx:(~~--x:I(~r)~l~~+~~~~~__~~~~~ ,,_, X:‘(U,O)--X:(U,W~/ 
Ir,T-S<t.=fp+, k e 
+ sup 
s~+l(w)~s<r<s;+2(w) 
Ixl.cu,w)-xf(U,~~i~5~. 
In Case (iii) we have the same type of majoration. Finally, in Case (iv), an anarlogous 
decomposition of [t,, r,+J with two intermediate points (at most) of the type S; gives 
sup IX:‘(w)-X:(w)ld8-,1. 
rr. zz s < I /- I,, J , 
This proves validity of (4.16) for all w E Cl: and all intervals [t,, f,,+~[ of the 
considered decomposition. The proof of the theorem is thus complete. 
4.2. On necessary conditions for relative weak compactness 
We do not know whether Condition [A’] is necessary lo! the relative weak 
compactness of (&J ),, EN. I-hwever, we have the following partial resuit. 
4.17. Proposilion. Suppclise thut (&rl),,FN is relatively weakly compact. Then rhe 
following hold: 
(i) Properties [A;] and [A:] hold as soon as, for euch II EN, {TI’(u): i EN 14 E 
[0, m]} is a sieve of pn-stoppisg times such that 
In fact, for such sieves the following stroitgcr corzditions are satisfied: 
(4.18) 
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lim supP” 
rr&ll ” 
u {TI’(u)-a<S”c=T!‘(U)+~,O<S’ldN, 
, -I 
S” # T:‘(U),jxY[;~+q}) =o (4.19) 
far a/l N > 0, q 1’> 0, u E 10, OO[, and sequences S” E S(Fn). 
(ii) For each YI, suppose that p” 1;s stationary (9:’ =.9G for every t) and X” is 
adapted to p”, and let {TY (u)} be the sieve generated by X” (see (4.2)). Then, for 
every N > 0, Q >O, F >O, u E IO, iv] there exists S >O such that the irzequaCity (4.5) 
hofds with no = 1 for all S”, T” E R$~“). 
4.20. Remark. Note that, in Proposition 4.17(ii), 6 depends on U, whereas S does 
not depend on u in [A;]. Thus, the relative weak compactness of (P$ll) implies 
[A;] and [A;], but might fail to imply [A;] even in the stationary case 9:’ = 9’L, 
I ~0, with {T:l(u)} being the sieve generated by X” (see Counter-example 4.22 
for this situation). However, if X” is a real-valued increasing process for each n, 
then IO< u implies X”(U’)~ -X”(U’)I, ~X”(U)~ -X”(U), for all s Ct. Thus, in this 
case, Proposition 4.17(G) implies [A;] with 110 1 1 and pUV, q, t’) = :TJ. Hence, the 
following is immediate. 
4.21. Corollary. If X” is an increasing real-valued process for every II, therl the 
scquerzce (&n),,clt; is reiativeiy weakly compact if and only if Conditiom 1.2(i) and 
[A’) hold. In that case, one may take for the sieve {T:’ (u )} the one generated by X”, 
rrrrd the irlequality in [A;] is valid for every pztir (S”, T”) of random times (i.e. 
.+ ‘: -measurable random variables) with n,, = 1 aitd p(ly, q, ,c) = iq. 
4.22. Counter-example. This is to show that :.he relative weak compactness of 
!&~a I does not imply [A;] necessarily, even in the stationary case, with the sieves 
generated by she X”. We consider the deterministic processes X:’ = &(t -k/n ) 
for k/rr -_- t < (k + 1 )/n. These processes converge uniformly to X, = 0, and (&PI) is 
therefore relatively weakly compact. If (T:’ (u)} is the sieve generated by X”, then 
X”(U I,+* - X”(lr ), = 6& for II < I/&. Thus, [A:] does not ho:d. 
Proof of Proposition 4.17. Fix N >(I and I-‘ > 0. According to Theorem 1.2, for 
every rj; ,- 0 there exists f) = 8(q’, F ) > 0 such that 
We consider now w E { ISO ’ (X”, 0) < q’}. This means that there exists a subdivision 
I) - trr< I, < * - -<t,sN with t,+,-tiz-6(~‘,Ej for O<iar-2 and IX:l(o)- 
X:‘iwI - q’for a.11 (.q,f) with t,‘.s<r<t,,,. In particular /AX:’ Cw)j d q’ for ever) 
I * I, all i. Since [LY!~:~,,,, i 3 u on {O< T:‘(u) <CQ} by hypothesis, the following 
impltcarion holds: 
11 ? h-j, 0~ T:l(u,w)-- N 3 I, = T:‘(rr,w) forsomej-r. (4.24) 
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For u E IO, ~01: and 7’ = iu the latter inequality gives 
{M’N(x”,e(~u,F))<~U}C~{TI’(U)d~~’,T:’(U)-T:’,(U)~~a(~,Pj}~. 
i .e 1 
(4.25) 
This shows that, for cr = 0(&, E), according to (4.23), 
supP” LJ {T:(u)ev, TI’(ukT:l_, (UKU} S& 
“;=I ( izl ) 
and therefore proves (4.18). 
Let us consider now u ~10, a[, v > 0, q’ = iu A 4~. For H = f?(71’, Fb we may write 
{wN(X”,8)<rl’}Ci~{/~::l<rlforeverys#T:’(I(), 
* 
SE]O,N], Tj’(u)-e<s<T:‘!rr)+8}, 
and therefore from (4.23) we derive 
sup P” U (IAX:’ 13 v for some s f T:’ (u ), 
II *I i i .?I 
TI’(u)-ti<s<T:‘(u)+8} SF, 
) 
which proves (4.19). 
Let us now assume the hypothesis of 4.17(ii) and take v >O, u E lO,iq], and 
?j’=:Il. Consider s,r with O~.s<t<(s+@)r,N where 8=f?(q’,~). If WE 
{w~(X”, 8)<~‘}, there is at most one point ti of the above defined subdivision 
belonging to IS, t]. If there is none, one has Xi’ (01 -Xl’ (w ) = X:’ (u, o) -X:’ (z,I, o ) 
according to (4.24), and therefore for such an o, 
Ix:1 (u, 0) -X’ (u, w )I < $T& 
If, on the other hand, there is one tj E [s, t[, the fact that lhx:’ 1 G II for di s f T:’ (I{ 1 
allows to write 
Ix;’ (I(, c?J) --x’ ( u,w)~<2~'+l~x::(u,w)/<77. 
Therefore we get 
From (4.23) we then derive 
(4.26) 
which proves Prcipnsition 4.17(ii). 
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5. Weak compactness for sequences of increasing processes 
5.1. Skorokhod lopology on the space of ineasing functions 
We write S for a distance on D, which is compatible with the Skorokhod topology. 
We let V’ denote the subset of [[D consisting of increasing positive functions. This 
subsection is devoted to obtaining a convenient characterization of the convergence, 
for the Skorokhod topology, of sequences in V’. To that end, we introduce the 
following: here, D is a given dense subset of R, corltaining 0, (R”),,~~ is a sequence 
inV*, and KIEV’. 
5.1-D. Condition. For every I ED, lim,,, g”(r) = g”(t). 
5.2-D. Condition. For every I ED, 
where S:;‘(F) := ~(.sj--lim,,T,&4 as usual. 
5.3. Theorem. Let (g”),,C~U~V’. Then, lim,,,,, S(g”, ga) =O if and only if Coil- 
diliorts 5.1 -D aizd 5.2-D hold for some dense subset D of R + containirzg 0. in this 
case, 5.1 -D and 5.2-D hold for 
D ={r 20: t =Oor Ag”(l)=O) 
cl.5 r~r.11. Moreover, if gq is corztinuous, tlzerz 5.1 -D alone is suficient for Izacing 
lim,, . x Sof’,~~‘=o. 
Before proving this we list two lemmas and a counterexample showing that the 
preceding theorem fails to be true if the R” ale not increasing, even though with 
finitc variation. 
5.4. Counter-example. Let 
g’$(fl := 
i 
1 --nil/n -fl if f 5-2/n, 
0 if t ;z 2/rz, 
and set g ’ (I) := 0. Then, Condition 4.1-D holds with Q = R + and Condition 5.2-D 
is satisfkd trivially. However, the equality g”( l/rr ) = 1 shows that (g”) does not 
converge to gZ in the Skrorokhod topology. 
Ikfc!r;: stating the lemmas, we introduce, for (g”) and g’X, the following. 
5.5-D. Condition. For cvcrv s L> o there exists a sequence is,,) in R + such that 
litn, A,, =’ s and lim,, .lg”(s,, ) i .lg’ (s 1; for s E D, one may further assume s, s s. 
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5.6. Lemma. Suppose that Condition 5.1-D hoCds for the sequence (g”),,EN in W +. 
Then, 
(i) sEDands’>s+limsup sup Ag”(r) =Z sup Ag”(r), n. sir<s’ S<_I<S’ 
(ii) if g” is continuous, 5.2-D holds, 
(iii) 5.2-D is equivalent to 5.5-D for (8”). 
Proof. Statements (i) and (iii) are Lemmas 4.7 and 4.12 in [8]. If ga is continuous, 
then 
and (ii) follows from (i) and Condition 5.1-D. 
We recall the following lemma of Aldous [2, Section 27.31, which is a direct 
consequence of a general tightness criterion given by Billingsley [3, Theorem 14.41. 
5.7. Lemma (Aldous). A subset %’ of II9 is relatively compact if and only if 
(i) for every N > 0, the set {f(t): t =z N, f E %‘} is bounded in 53, 
(ii) for every sequence (f”) nEN in ie and every sequence (J 7, sg, s:)~,, U in R T such 
that s;‘~s;Isssjl for all n, iim,,s;=lim,,s; =lim,s; =t>O, and lim,,f”(.~:‘)=~, 
(i = 1,2, 3), one has either a2 = (~1 or 0~2 = a3, 
(iii) for every sequence (f ‘I ) ,,EN in Y? and every decreasing sequence (s” ) in I!4 , b+lith 
lim,, s” = 0, lim,, f”(O) = (~0 and lim, f”(s”) =cY~, one has (~0 = (~1. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. The necessity of CorLditions 5.1-D and 5.5-D for some 
dense subset D in R, is well known; thus, the necessity of 5.1-D and 512-D ftbllows 
from Lemma 5.6(iii). Next, we prove the sufficiency, 
Let us assume that 5.1-D and 5.2-D and therefore 5.5-D hold for a dense subset 
D of R, containing 0. As the limit of a sequence in V ’ is entirely determined by 
the values of that limit on D, we have only to prove that 5.1-D and 5.5-D together 
imply the relative compactness of {g”: H EN} in D, that is, properties (i), (ii1 and 
(iii) of Lemma 5.7. 
But (i) follows immediately from 5.1-D, and {iii) as well,, by using the fact that 
the functions g” as well as the limit g” are increasing. Let us now prove that 5.1-D 
and 5.2-D imply Lemma (5.7)(ii). Let (sI;,s:, ~!j),~~~ be a sequence in R-l with 
s;’ ss;’ 5 s;’ for all II and lim,,,, s; = lim,,,, s;I = lim,,,, s[7’ = t > 0 and such that 
Cyi = lim,,, g”(sy), i = 1,2,3. U sing Condition 5.5-D, we may consider a sequence 
(t, ) converging towards t with lim,, Ag”(t,,) = Ag”(t). For every F > 0, we con:iidel 
II, U’E D such that N <t <u’ and gu3(u’)-gs(u)s Ag? +e. From the property 
lim n-w g”(u) =g”(u) and lim,t-ror, g”(ll’) = gOO(u’), and using the fact that the g”‘s 
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arc increasing and P is arbitrary, we easily get 
and this with the condition Em,, Ag”(t,) = Ag”(t) implies lim,,,, g”(t,,-) = g”(t-) 
and Km,, += g”(t,,) = g”(t). 114 na ogous we see that for i = 1,2,3 we have 1 
g’(t-)cai <g”(t). I5.8) 
But from the sequence (s:‘) we may extract a subsequence (s?)kEN such that 
either ~7‘ <I,,, for all k or syh zftnk for all k. In the first case, (Y; ~g”(r-), that is, 
gr(f--)=cui according to (5.8). In the second case, ai ag”(t), that is, g”(t)=ai. 
This means that the ai are necessarily equal to g”(t-j or goo(t). As cyI <a2 S(Y~ 
WC obtain Lemma 5.7 (ii) and therefore the theorem. 
Next we list a lemma of: technical nature for later use, after introducing the 
following notation for g En/ ’ : 
D~g):={s~O:s=OorAg(s)=O}, 
c/(g) := {u > 0: for every s > 0, AK(S) f u}, 
r,,(g, rr ) :=: 0, . . . , t,+ I(R, U) := inf{s: S >ti(R, (4), Ag(S)>Lf), 
Kill 1, := g(t)- c &WI,,:,,, -u}. 
(I-- v. I 
(5.9) 
Note that the complements of D(g) and U(g) in R + are countable. 
5.10. Lemma. Supposc that lim,, fiig”, gwj = 0 arzd 1.1 E U(g”). Then, 
Ii) if OCf,(gx, 14 1 <a, one has 
4 (,g x ,II) = lim t,(g”, ~4). Ag”(ti(gx, uj)=lim Ag”(t,(g”, 1:)). 
II ,I 
Pro& sir is easily derived from the definition of the Skorokhod topology. One 
gets, again easily, that 
lim fi(g”irr),g’(fr)) =O. ,I * I 
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5.2. Weak convergence of increasing processes 
For each IZ, we consider an increasing process G” on the probability space 
(CC!“, P”, P”). We write {T’(u)} for the sieve generated by G” (see (4.2)) and G”(u 1 
for the associated process (4.4). We consider also an increasing process G on a 
probability space @,9, P), the generated sieve {Tifu)}, and associated process 
G(U). We set 
D :={s:s~O,s=OorP{AG,>O}=0}, 
(5.11) 
The complements of the sets D and I/ in R, are countable. In Corollary 4.21 
we gave a necessary and sufficient condition for the relative weak compactness of 
C&n),, >(); next we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the weak convergence 
of (&~) to &. 
5.12. Theorem. In order for @;I;-) to converge weakly to PC; it is necessary ard 
suficient that the failowing two conditims hold: 
Condition (i) If tl, . . . , tq E D, then the law of (G:‘, , . . . , G :I,) under P” converges 
weakly to the law of (G,,, . , . , G,U) under P; 
Condition (ii) For every u E U and i E N, thy: law of ! T’: (II ), . . . ., T:’ (u .I) urder P” 
converges weakly to that of (Tl(u), . . . , Ti(u)i under P. 
Moreover, when the conditions hold, the law cf (T;’ (II ), . . . , T:‘(14 ); 
AG;.yi,,,, . . . 7 AGt:l,,, 1 ; G”(u)) converges we,zkly to the law of (T,(u), _. . , T,(u); 
AGqm, . . . 7 AG1;(u); G(u )) for every 14 E U trnd i E &. 
Proof. Necessity of Condition (i) is well known. It follows immediately from Lemma 
5.10 that, for every u E U and every continuous bounded function 6 on iw L x53’ x D, 
the function q5(tl(& u), . . , , :,(& u); A&,,s,r,), . . . , A[,,,z,,,,; c(u) I is PC;-as. continuous 
(where .$’ is the canonical process). This implies the last statement of the theorem, 
which in turn implies Condition (ii) trivially. 
Sufficiency. Condiiion (i) implies that, if the sequence (.6’t;vk) has weak limit 
points, these are equal to P -ci. Therefore, under Condition (ij, convergence to PC; 
is equivalent to relative weak compactness for (&,I). To establish the la:ter, we 
use Corollary 4.21. Since the condition in Theorem 1.2(i) is also implied by 
Condition (i) here, we need to prove that Condition [A’] is fulfilled with the sieves 
(7-l’ (14 )). 
Let F > 0, N > 0, and u ~10, CO[ be given. There exists q E N such ihat P{ Tq(u ) <-z 
N + 1) 5 ;E ; therefore, there exists an tici E N such that 
sup P”{T;(u)M}&. 
,I ‘t111 
011e can find u > 0 such that, for all i 5: q, 
P{Ti(u)-Ti-l(u)so, Ti(u)siV+l)sJe/q. 
(5.13) 
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But Condition (iii; implies that, for every 1.4 E U and therefore every u ~10, a[, 
for some nh 2 nil 
This inequality together with (5.13) clearly implies [A;]. 
Let us take now r) >O, de5ne u’ := fn A u, and wri,te [A\] with suitable u, no: 
supP.‘(,~*{~:‘(u’)~N,T:(u’)-T~-l(u’)<~})~F. 
,I ‘U,, I- 
As AG:’ 2 n implies t = T:’ (u’) for some i GZ 1, one clearly has 
sup P” 
II .,I,, 
,c1 {T:‘(u’)-a<s<T:‘(~‘)+~, T;(u’)-~N,IAG:+~} SF, 
\c~rl”;lu’~ ! 
which implies Property [A;:]. 
Let nowN>O, n>O, E :> 0 again be given. We choose o := $q. Since all jumps 
of G(o 1 are smaller than u, one can clearly find a 0 > 0 such that 
P 
1 
sup (G(E), -G(v),l>57) &. 
,- I 
:I ,:n i 
[.et 0 = l < ’ * * <: I, = N be a subdivision of [O, N] such that f0 < t,+l - ti < 8 and 
I, E D for every i -T r - 1. Then, we havie 
Iising Condition (i) and the fact that the G” are increasing we get successively, for 
some n 0, 
sup P” u W”w,,, , -G”(tl),; +-/} SE, 
0 ‘11,, o- i- r I 
and for any pair (S”, T” 1 of elements of S(F” 1, 
sup Y’*(G”( t’ ),..” -- G”(c js” 2 n, S” (, T” c S” + $I, d F. 
,I -n,, 
This is Property [Ai] with ,o(N, 77, F j = :q. 
5..f. Concergerzce in prohabilitv of sequeuces of irrcretrsing processes 
w lhv qaww prohhility space 
WC now consider a sequence (G”) of increasing processes and an increasing 
process G, all defined on the same (f&9, P). We denote by -% the convergence in 
probability of a sequence of random variables with values in the s’ame metrizable 
\p”lc. 
For a dense lsirbset D of R + containing 0, we introduce the following. 
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5.14-D. Condition. For every t E D, G: -% G,. 
5.15-D. Condition. For every t E D, &isS, (AGY j2 4 !!kSr= I (AG.s)*. 
5.16. Proposition. IfG is continuou,o, then 5.14-D implies 5.15-D. 
Proof. From any subsequence of IV we can extract a subsequence (nk) such that 
P-a.s. limk G:“(w) = G,(o) fort ED. Lemma 5,6(C) then implies that, for every t E _D, 
As the convergence in probability can be defined by a metric structure, this shows 
the truth of 5.15-D. 
Using the same way subsequences extracted from any subsequence, we easily 
deduce from Theorem 5.3 and Lemma 5.10 the following propositions. 
5.17. Proposition. s(G”, G j $0 if and only if Conditiorss 5.14-D and 5.15-D hold 
(if and only if 5.14-D holds when G is continuous) for solne dense subset D of R , 
containing 0. 
If S(G”, G)zO, then 5.14-D and 5.15-D hold for the particular set D defked by 
(5.11). 
5.18. Proposition. If &(G”, G) 5 0 and u E U where U is as defined by (5.11 I, rherl 
(a) T7(U)STj(U) forall i31, 
(b) AG;;<., I{~:‘(u).<oo) 3 AG-~;,:,,I(T,(~~)~~~ for all i 3 1, 
(c) S(G”(u), G(u))zO. 
5.19. Corolllary. Conditions C2 and C’2 (resp. Conditions C3 and C’3) of Section 
2 are equiualent. 
This follows immediately from the above propositions. 
6. Weak compactness and domination property 
6.1. Domination property 
On a stochastic basis (f2,9, 8, P) we consider a cad-I.&g adapted proLc:ss X with 
values in Rn and a cad-lag increasing positive process G. We put Z := (X, G!; this 
is an lR”-’ -valued process. We let (Ti(uj} denote the Ceve generated by G and 
define the corresponding processes G(L~), X(ld), Z(u) through (4.4). 
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For every N >O we are given a number aN 3 0 and a function fN from lF8 + intO 
R +. We shall say that the process X is (a, f)-dominafed by G if 
P{ sup IX(U),-X(U)s[ zrl} s 
SCl5.T 
~a~(&f~(rl)+f{G(u)~-G(u)s~&}) W) 
for every N >O, E > 0, q ~0, u E 10, co], and all p-stopping times S and T with 
S-_T<N. 
6.2. Lemma. If X is (a, f I-dominated by G, then Z =5(X, G) is (a’, f’)-dominated 
by G wirh ah = flN + 1 and 
Proof. We write 
and consider the cases F ;~$q and E < iq separately. In each case, the inequality 
(6. I 1 for Z is easy. 
6.3. Proposition. Suppose that X is u localiy squnre integrab!e semimartingale arld 
G is an itrcreusing predictable process strong/y greater than Fdefined by (3.1). Then, 
X is (a, /)-dominated by G, where 
aN = 2d, f&j) = 2d’/q”+d/q 
Prwf. If F = G, this is exactly Lemma 3.5. Since G is assumed to be predictable, 
the proof of Lemma 3.5 can be reproduced with F replaced by G after noting that 
. G(N 1, - Girl), 2 F(u), -F(u),. 
6.l. Compactne.ss theorem 
For each 11 E fti we consider a stochastic basis (a”, $‘I, $‘I, P”) equipped with a 
cad-lag adapted process X” with values in Iw” and a cad-lag increasing process 6” 
with GI: = 0. We set Z” := (X”, G”). For each II, {T:’ (14 )j is the sieve generated by 
G’“, and the processes G”(u j and X”(U) are defined with the help of this sieve and 
(4.41. We call Pi;; the probability law of the random variable Xs under P”. We 
introduce the following, 
Condition [D]. For every N :,O there exist uN E R! + and a function fkl from W ,- into 
10, x[ such that lim ,,_,, fN(q 1 = 0 and X” is (a, f)-dominated by G” for every n EN. 
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6.4. Theorem. Suppose Condition [D] holds. Then, for the relarive weak compacrness 
L-f (&) on IV+* it is necessary and suficient that the following conditions hold: 
(i) The sequence (I%;;) ofprobability measures on IWd is relatively weakly compacC. 
(ii) The sequence (I?$) of probabilities on ED is relatively weakly complacf. 
(iii) Property [A;] holds with the sieves {T:‘(u)} generuted by (G” j and (X”). 
If these conditions hold, then (&e) is relatively weakly compact as well.. 
Proof. Necessity. The necessity of (i) and (ii) is evident. since IAZ~:C,,l 2 lAG~:(,,)l~ 
u, the sequence (2”) fulfills Property [A;] according to Proposition 417’(i). S,ince 
/AX”I s IAZ”~, Property [A;] is satisfied by (X”) as well. 
The last statement of the theorem is evident too. 
Sufficiency. Let us assume (i), (ii) and (iii). We consider N >O and F > 0. It 
follows from (i) that there exists b >O such that 
Condition (ii) and the general compactness criteria of Theorem 1.2 imply the 
existence of no E /++.I and c > 0 such that 
Let us consider d > 0 such that fN(d) <$P/(Iz~). Setting a = b +c +d and using the 
domination inequality (6.1) with S = 0, T = N and ti = a, we get for n 3 NO that 
Thus, the sequence (&,I) fulfills the condition 1.2(i). 
According to Theorem 4.8, there remains to prove that the sequence (Z”) fultills 
[A’] with the sieves (T:1 (u)} and the filtrations g”. 
By hypothesis, (X”) satisfies [A;] with the sieves {Ty (u)), and (ii) and Proposition 
4.17 imply that (G”) satisfies [A;] with {Ty (u)}. It follows that (Z”) satisfies [A[71 
with (Ty (u)}. 
Condition (ii) and Corollary 4.21 show that [A’,] holds and that (G”) satisfies 
[A;] with ,o(N, 77, E) = $77. Let us fix N >O, 77 > 0, F >0. We use Lemma 6.2 with 
the same i1c tations. 
Property [A;] for (G”) gives the existence of S > 0 such thai 
supp” G”(u)~” -G”(u)~~+------ 
P, 
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for all S”, T” E .Y(p”) with S” d T” G (S” + S)N and all u E 10, $F/(u hfj(, j)[. Now 
using the (a’,f’)-domination property of (G”) we get that 
for every u <Ja/(u~f~(~)). This proves that (Z”) fulfills [A;] with p(N, 77, E) = 
:F/(u~&(v) j and completes the proof of the theorem. 
6.7. Weak cotnpuctncss mder Conditions C 1 -C4 
The following theorem is derived from Theorem 6.4. As a straightforward 
consequence of Proposition 6.3, it implies Theorem 2.3. 
6.5. ‘fwheorem. Suppose fhul (X”, G”),, To satisfies Condihn [D] above, (&;;),z To 
is relu~iveiy weakly compact, artd (G”),, ..-. sutis,fies one of Condirions Cl to C4 of 
Secliott 2. ThivI, tlw scquetrces (P&,0 ),, -,) and (&I?),, ?[I are relahcely weakly cotnpuct. 
Proof. The proof of the theorem will be broken into several lemmas. Since each 
of Conditions Cl to C4 implies trivially the property 6.3(ii), the proof will consist 
of showing that each one of them implies the condition (a) of the next lemma. On 
account of Remark 2. IO, in fact, we will only have to prove tha: Condition C3 or 
C-4 implies Lemma 6.6(a) below. Thus, Lemma 6.6, Lemma 6.12 and Corollary 
h. t 2-4 complete the proof of Theorem 6.5. 
6.6. Idemma. Sr4ppose rhar the seqtence (X”, G”),, -(, satisfies Conditiotr [D]. ‘I”Ilen, 
;hrn condirion 6.4(iii) is fttlfilled prucided that 6.4(i) is tme attd he following holds: 
I al There c.ri.m a dmse subset U iti 10. m[ sfh-11 that for every N > 0, 14 E U, i 2 0, 
r * 0. fi - 0. otw can find ttII E N, (r E 10, a[. attd R :’ E :7($” ) for all II so that 
sup P”{R:‘~]T:‘~rt)-S, T;‘ilrj-rr[, T:‘(frkivNr?}~F. 
(I ,:., 
Proof. In \-icw of (4.1.4) of the sieves {T:‘(rr j) and of the denseness of CJ in 10, a[ 
wc hrlvc to prove [A\] only for 11 E U. L.ct N ,(I, f > 0. q >O, 1~ E /I. According 
111 Corollary: 4.2 1 we may write (Property [A;]), for some q E fV, 
(6.7) 
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We set U’ := u A $/(qaNfN(&j). The same reasoning gives the existence of B > 0 
such that 
SUPP” ~J{T;(u’)sN+~, T;+.+T:,‘_,(u’)<o} & n ( is1 ) (6.8) 
Again using Corollary 4.21 we see that (G”) satisfies Property [A;] with any pair 
(S”, T”) of F’“-stopping times. Therefore, for some f?‘> 0 and no, 
G”(u’)~“+~ - G” (&I B E 
8wNfdf4 
n&,S”++sN 
d &/qa,d A $E. (6.9) 
Let us now apply (a) of Lemma 6.6 with S = 8 A 40’ A 1. For some cr E IO, S[, n I E N 
with nl 3 no, Ry E ,Y(F”) we have 
sup P”{R:‘&]T;‘(u)-6: T:‘(U)-cr[, T;‘(u)sN+fi}&/q. (6.10) 
n_=n,,ic;q 
The domination inequality (6.1) and (6.9) above give 
sup P” sup ]XH(U’), -x”(U’)#I &J &. I 
(6.11) 
n sn,,,i--.q KY- (CR;+,” 
If we set 
U ( u ~R:‘d]T:‘(Uj--S,T:‘(LI)-u[,T:I(u)~N+6}), 
lxi-l-q 
inequalities (6.7), (6.8), (6.10) and (6.11) give 
sup P”,Dn) G F. 
nz_n, 
Let us remark that in view of u <S < 0, for every w$ D”, the three processes 
X”(U), X”(u’) andX” coincide in [T:‘(U)-u, T:‘(u)[, and also in]T’i’(lO, T:(U)+ 
CT], because T:‘(I~) is the only jump-time in {T[ (u’): k z O} that can ctci:ur in the 
interval IT:‘(u) -(T, r: (u)+cr[. Moreover, for w&D”, Ti Ire) 2 N + 1 a.qd for all 
isq and .sE]T:~(u~--~, Ty(u)+rr[ one has Is -R:‘(w)\G~ and thErefore also 
JUY(U’)I, 5 q. 
In other words, 
U {thercexistts such that TI’(u)-rr~:.s<T:‘(u)+rr, 
I -1 
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and therefore 
sup P” U {there exist s such that 
VI -n1 ( r -I 
which implies Property [A;]. 
6.12, Lemma. If the sequence (G” ),, +, satisfies Cmdirion C3, then it satisfies 
6.61a). 
Proof. Let G be the same process as in Condition C3 and U the subset of R, 
detincd by !S.ll). Let us take u E U, i > 1, E >O, S >O, N>O, We consider the 
sieve (T,c II )j generated by G. Since G is assumed to be predictable, the stopping 
times T,(o I are predictable. Therefore we can find Ri E .7(g) such that PjTi(U )- 
Jfi d.- RI < T,(U 1) 31--:FI and then @<I6 such that Pi~i~u)-~S(R,<Tj(zl)-~}~ 
1 -. !F. According to Proposition 5.18 we also have Ty (;( 15 Ti(r)m We can therefore 
find U,,E 5 such that 
Ijut this. together with the preceding inequality. implies 
sup P{R,~]T:‘(10-(~6+~8), T:‘{Uk:e[, T:‘(ldGv+S}~,F, 
8, -n,, 
which is precisely the inequality of Lemma 6.6(a) with JH = CT, because $3 t i19 s S 
;md R, t: .TI.~” ) by hypothesis. 
Now we prove the implication C4 +6.6(a) in several steps. We Introduce the 
!;et C,:,, tb} of continuous bounded positive functions on fi = ID x R., endowed with 
the product topology and which are Q-adapted. We define :?? := {{+ = 0): 4 E 
<‘id (fii,} and iT- := ({& > 0): d E C,ld (fi)). 
‘i-he following lemma is analogous to Proposition 16.5 in [ 12, p. 1211. 
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6 is trivially stable for cot-gtable union and finite intersection, the above equality 
will follow for all A E g(B). The other equality of the lemma follows immediately 
by considering complementary subsets. 
Let us then consider a fixed s, write C,‘(D) for the set of continuous positive 
functions on ID which are 9),_-measurable. If, for each I, 7rr denotes the mapping 
x -* x (t) on D, as a consequence of 
1 
I 
I+F 
r,(X) = lim - 
F+QE [ 
x (T) d7 
and of the continuity of x -*(j:” x1.7) dt)/e on ED, the c-algebra 6B-. is generated 
by Cz (ED). A standard measure theoretic argument then shows that for every 
probability P on 2B,,_ and for every .F E 9a,_. one has 
P(F) = inf{l;(Q): 0 XF, 6‘ = -H4 > 0}, # E CT (ID)}}. 
(The property is indeed trivial for F = ((4 > 0) where d E C: ([ID)}, and a monotone 
class argument shows that it is true for all FE GB,-.) 
Let then fiD be the marginal of p on 52-. Let 4,, be a decreasing sequence in 
C,’ (D) such that pD(F) = inf ~~((4,~ > 0)) with {@,, > 0) >F and h, a sequence of 
positive continuous bounded functions on R, such that {/zn > 0) = ]s, t + 1 /nf. It is 
clear that the functions (x, r)+cb,,(~)h,,(t) are elements of Cz,~(fi) and 
with F x]s, t] c (4, oh,, ~0) for all n. On account of what has been said at the 
beginning of the proof, this shows the lemma. 
6.14. Proposition. t.et (P) be a seqwerm of probability measures on ID weakly 
converging to 13. Ler T he a ~(hpredictah/> stopping time such thut 5 + T(t) is 
p-a.s. continuous. Then, for euery e > 0, S > 0, N > 0 there exist R E .Yi’Gj?), u > 0, 
I1 0 E N such that 
Proof. We consider the measure p on 3 defined by 
L,et 7” be a s-predictable stopping time that is p-a.,. eq,ual to 7: We apply I .cmma 
6.13 to [T’l. Tl.ere exist 4 E C,:,(fi) such that 
{d =OFd7% (6.15) 
${&>OI TGNW+S}&, (6.16) 
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where as usual dr(t) := d([, T(t)). As do E Cz,(lb), the function ILI := inf,. ,& also 
hclongs to CJJ@,) and a fortiori (6.16) also holds with $. But in view of (6.151, 
for every s ) 0 and 6 E D, one has &V , (F ) > 0 while Km., i o Q!W s (5) = 0 for every S 
such that &a(( 1 = 0.. 
The function 9 being decreasing, as a consequence of (6.16), one can find 
(4 -) () and g E IO, S[ such th:,t 
h{TsN+6}n({&- 6~n}u{J17. ,,~&I}))s~F. (6.17) 
If we set R := inf{f: ~3,s a}, R is clearly a S-j-stopping time because 4 E Ct(o). 
The continuity of I+!? and the P-as. continuity of T imply the p-as. continuity of 
I7 6 and rLr ,r. Thus, from the weak convergence of P” to @, (6.17) implies that 
sup r;“[(~~N+S}~~{Jll.~~~})v{~T. ,,&})]Q 
n -,*,, 
for some II(,. The inequality 41C Proposition 6.14 now immediately follows from the 
definition of R implying 
6.18. Corollary. 
h.hr 3 ). 
Yracuf. I.ct G he the same process as in Condition Cd and U be the subset of R. 
dctined h! (5.11). u’tz let { f’,lrr )} be the sieve generated by the canonical process 
t on ID. 1 .et 14 E U, i -7 1, c >O, ~3 I=- 0, N > 0. By assumption, f<i(U ) is z(p)- 
prcdictahlc, and WC proved in Lemma 5.10 that it is a p-a.s. continuous function 
Applying Proposition 6.14, we can find R E X’j? 1, u ‘,D 0. trIl E ‘Q such that 
sup ?‘{R E]~-~;(II)I---& cJ;(u)-rr[, f’~u)-:- ,V+tg}‘:~. (6.19) 
VI -,1., 
the process G” as a measurable mapping from R” into D, we note that _ 
r:‘it() = z(lr I - G”. If we set R” := R s G” we have R” E .FC$’ 1 and Lemma 6.6(a) 
follows immediateI> from (6.19). 
fhc following condition is weaker than Condition (‘3. It may seem artificial at 
!Irst. but it turns out to he quite convenient in the study ;>f stabilitv of weak solutions 
of stochastic differential ccquations. 0 
Condition C5. The measurable spaces (/I” , .F’ I are all equal to the same (R, 3) 
cthc filtrations ,g” arnd the probability measures P” may dither). Let 3” be a 
‘sub-tr-algchra of :F and .F’ a tiltration satisfving3: c ;F’ and 3: c 3;’ for a!1 t and 
II. I hcrc exists an ina:rcasing process G such that 
(ii) 
(iii) 
63 . 
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lim n+oo P”(A) = P(A) for every A E 9, 
lim n+ooP”{S(G”,G)~&}=Oforevery.c~O. 
Theorem. Suppose that the sequence (X”, G”),,*o satisfies Condition ID], 
(i%,;),,~ is relatively weakly compact, and Condition CS above holds. E!zen, the 
sequences ($&) and (I%.> are relatively weakly compact. 
Proof. As a consequence of Theorem 6.4 and Lemma 6.6 we only have to prove 
that Condition CS implies the relative weak compactness of (&~~)n30 and the 
condition 6.6(a). 
To prove the first point let us consider a bounded uniformly continuous Ifunction 
f on ED. Condition (i) implies that f(G) can be uniformly approximated by 9’- 
measurable step-functions and (ii) gives then 
lim E”(f~G)=E(f~G). 
,I+-= 
Using the uniform continuity of f we easily get, for every E >O, the existence of 
an 77 >O such that 
IE”(foG”)-E”(foG)ls2 sup ]flP”{&Y, G)>~}+F. 
From here it is immediately derived that 
lim E”(fo G”) = E(f 0 G), 
,, -rcr 
which expresses the convergence in law of (G”) to G. 
To prove that 6.6(a) holds we proceed as in Lemma 6.12, taking the sieve {T,(rr )} 
generated by G and considering an F’-stopping time Ri and H >O such that 
P{c(U)-$8 <Rj < 17;(U)-0}? l-$E. 
From Condition CS(.ii) we obtain the existence of 1111 such that 
inf P’*{Ti(LI)-$8 <Ri <: r[;:(rb)-_}s 1 -:F. 
,I -311, 
In a way analogous to the proof of Lemma 6.12 we only haw to prove the 
existence of u(J a 12, such that 
sup Y”{lTi(cr)-TI’(U)I>~H, T:‘(IO~IV’S}~~F (6.21) 
I, -1111 
to get the inequality 
sup P”(Ri~]T:‘(u)-(:8+:-8), T:‘(u)--ie[, T:(u)<N +fj}~~, 
II --,I,, 
which expresses 6.6(a) with t0 = cr. 
but, according to Lemma 5.10(i), we may use the fact that the restriction of 
i:-~ri(g, u) to the set {g: ~1 E U(g), ti(g, u)sN *S + &} is uniformly continuous. 
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Using the fact that r;l (u) = fi(G”, u) and using Condition C.Sr,ii) and (iii) in the 
same way as at the beginning of the proof we get the inequality (6.21). 
6.5. Weak compactness for strongly dominated sequences 
Pn many places in Sections 4, 5 and 6 conditions involving random times instead 
of stopping times have appeared naturally (see, for example, Corollary 4.21). This 
motivates the following strengthening of Con.dition [D]. We say that a process X 
is (a, f)-strongly dominated by G if for every N ~0, E >O, n > 0, u E IO, 001, and 
every pair (S, T) of 9a-measurable random times with S s T s N one has 
P 
1 
sup [X(UI,-XX(U)~/~T ~aLZN(efN(f7)+P{G(I1)~-G(u)s~e}) 
1 
(6.22) 
s. I‘ T 
where X(u) is defined by (4.4) using the sieve {7;:(rc)} generated by G. With the 
same notations as in the beginning of Section 6.2 we introduce the following. 
Condition [RI). For every N >O there exist UN E R+ and a function fN from R, 
into ]09 oc[ such that iim,.+,fN(n 1 = 0 and X” is (a, f)-strongly dominated by G” 
for every Ii E iV. 
6.23. Theorem. Suppose Condition [Df,] holds. If both sequences (&;;),,:rj, arzd 
l P1,- 1” -t, are rclaticely weakly compact, then the sequence (&-~~),,_z,, is relative/) 
weakly compact. 
Proof. We may assume that (py,r.) converges weakly to a limit, which limit is 
necessarily the distribution FG of an increasing process. We will apply Theorem 
6.4 with 9: = 3: for all t 30 and tr EN. Due to Lemma 6.6, it is sufficient to 
prove that 6.6iaj holds with R:’ being 9:-measurable random times. Now proving 
6.6(a) in this satting follows the same way as in Corollary 6.18 provided that 
Proposition 6.14 is true with T and R being $=-measurable random variables. 
The proof of this version of Proposition 6.14 follows the same way as the original 
one, by replacing the cr-f’neld of i&predictable sets by the c-field 9 @9?+ (it is 
then simpler than Proposition 6.14 and does not require Lemma 6.13). 
7. Weak compactness for sequences of semimartingales 
In this section, for every II E fV, we consider a stochastic basis (J?“, ,i;“, ?‘I, P” 1 
cyuippcd with a d-dimensional semimartingale X” := (X”’ ),-. ,l_ 
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7.1. Theorem. Let X” -Xl; be a locally square integrable semimartingale with 
canonical decomposition X” -X,” =M” +A”, define F” by (2.2), and let G” be an 
F”-predictable increasing process that is greater than F” for the strong order. Suppose 
that 
(a) the sequence (P” ) x; nzc, is relatively weakly compact, 
(b) either the se,quence (G ’ ) satisfies one of Conditions C 1 -C5, or else the sequence 
(I’~~~) i.s relatively weakly compact and Property [A;] holds with the sieves generated 
by the G”‘s. Then, 
(i) the sequences (P$)n3~ and (&n,~*l,) ,,=O are relatively kueakly compact, 
(ii) more generally, if we consider an F”“-predictable process ~7” on (R”, g”, P” 1 
with values in Rd’x lRd,“or each n, the sequence (H”) being unifr~rmly bounded, and 
if wee write Y” for the stochastic integralprocess H” . X”, then the sequences (&PI ),, -0 
and (P;‘,n.,~~) ), zeIo are relatively weakly compact. 
Proof. Statement (i) is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 6.3 and 
Theorems 6.4, 6.5 and 6.20. All these also imply (ii) once we have noticed that 
the canonical decomposition of I”’ - YIf is Y” - Y,!j = H” - M” + I-i” - A”, a.nd 
hence, that the process associated to ( I”’ - Yii) by (2.2) is strongly smaller than 
add’F”, where LY is a bound for IH” 1 v /H” 12. 
Now we turn to the general case. We associate to X” its ‘jump measure’ I-(” on 
R,xR” by 
(7 2) 
(this is the same notation as in (4.4) provided {Ty (b)} is the sieve generated by X). 
We recall that the set of local characteristics (B”, C”, Y”) of X” is characterized 
as follows: 
- Y” is the dual pr:.,‘&ctable projection of the random measure *‘I ; 
- X”( 1) -X: i:, a special semimartingale whose canonical decomposition is X” (1) - 
X;; =N”+B”; 
_ C” = (C”.‘j)i,i._rl with Crr*i’ = ((N’l.i)C, (N”‘i)‘). 
Finally, a finite-valued increasing process F” is associated to X” by 
(7.3) 
7.4. Theorem. Suppose that 
(a) the sequence (P” ) x;; ns-C, IS relatively wtpakly compact. 
(b) for every c: > 0 and N E R4 MV~ have 
lim lim~upP”{v’~(~O,N]x{x: ]x/>h})s~}=O, 
h f cc, 
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(c) for every n EN there exists an F-predictable increasing process G” on 
(R”, F’, P”) that is greater than fit’ for the strong order such that either the sequence 
(G” 1, _To fulfills one of Conditions Cl-C5 or else the sequence (&n),,, is relatively 
weakly compact and Property [A;] holds with the sieves getzerated by the G”‘s. 
7lren we have Theorem 7.1(i) and (ii). 
7.5. Remark. We can use a theorem of Lenglart [lo] (see for instance [9]) to 
check that, if 
r; := inf{t > 0: /UP:’ I> b}, 
then the condition 7.4(b) is equivalent to having 
(7.6) 
lim lim sup P”{T~ d N} = 0 
I* ? .z ,, 
for all N EM This latter condition ia perhaps more intuitive, and it is trivially 
salisfied when the sequence (P” X” ,,,o is relatively weakly compact. Condition 7.4(b) ) 
has the advantage of being expressed, as well as 7.4(c), in terms of the local 
characteristics of X”. 
Proof of Theorem 7.4. In the course of the proof we use the following notations. 
If U’ is a mapping from R x R, xRd into R we denote by W * Y” the process 
whenever this makes sense, and similarly for W * CL ‘I. When W is predictable, we 
denote by W * (CL” - Y” ) its stochastic integral with respect to the martingale-random 
measure p ” - u” if this stochastic integral is well defined [7]. 
Because it has bounded jumps, X”(b)--X;f is a special semimartingale, and its 
canonical decomposition is denoted by X”(h j -X;t = M” (b) +A’* (6). It is easy to 
check that for b 2 1, 
i If".'{/? ), M""(ih ,> < C".,' + ((s’ ?li:,;. b)) :i: V’I, \a 
\‘rA”“(h,,< ~,‘IB”.‘)+(js’il,*. \ - #$}I * I”’ 
(inequalities for the strong order). Finally the process F” (h 1 associated to X” (b ) -XZ 
tw 6 2.2 b satisfies 
:.: 
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By our assumptions, the sequence (b (6 +d)G”) n2~ obviously satisfies the condition 
7.1(b). Hence, we can apply Theorem 7.1: If we set Y”(b) = H” * X”(b), we obtain 
that the sequences (p” X”(b)h=09 (~~X”~b~.G”~)n~O, !&m~bh=09 (~~Y”~b~.G”~~nzO are 
relatively weakly compact. 
Define 7;: by (7.6). We have T: = inf{t ~0: l(l+bl * p:I ~0). Let NE N, E 7 0, 
VI >O. For each 7’ E S-(p”) we have 
Hence by Lenglart’s theorem [lo], we obtain 
Thus, by the condition 7.4(b) there exist R 1 EN and b 7 1 such that 
inf P”{T: 7N)a 1-2~. (7.7) fl*:)z, 
The relative weak compactness of (&I,,,) ,,*a implies the existence of a >O, 
8 >O, nOan such that 
sup P” sup jX”(b)), > 12 <F, sup P’{rVN(X”,h), e) a + F. 
n *no 1 ISN 1 ” I-2 no 
It remains to notice that X”(b) =X” on [IO, T:[, and by (7.7) we obtain 
Hence, by Theorem 1.2, the sequence (&n),, .+J is relatively weakly compact. One 
similarly shows that the sequences (P~xn,Gnj)lzO, (&n),~~, and (P~~n..~ll)),, ;? are 
relatively weakly compact (note that, since X” =X”(b) on [IO, ~$8, !we also have 
Y” = Y”(b) on [O, TEE), 
7.8. Remark. Theorem 7.1 is ,nr a particular case of Theorem 7.4, because if 
X” -X$ is locally square integrable, its associated process F” is not smaller (fat 
the strong order) than &‘I, for any constant c. 
We end this paragraph with a particularly useful result. 
7.9. Corollary. Let X he a d-dimertsionai semimartingale on if?, .R& PI. Thetl 
the set 9 = {P y: Y=H.X,H is an [Wd’ x lR”-ualued predict&e process bounded hi 
1} is relotiuely weakly compact. 
Proof. It is sufficient ‘;o prove that any qquence (pYll),, .?I) in P is relatively weakly 
compact. For this it suffices to apply Theorem 7.4 with (R”, S”, .F”, P”) = 
(R,9, F, P) and X” =X: 7.4(a) and 7,4(b) are trivially fulfilled and 7.4(c) is 
satisfied as well, because the sequence G” = p” = $’ obviously fulfills Condition C3. 
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7.2. Weak compactness and stochastic integrals 
Now we investigate to what degree the conditions 7.1(b) or 7.4(c) are ‘necessary’ 
to obtain 7.1(i) or 7.1(G). This complements Counter-examples 2-7 and 2.8. For 
simplicity, we will restrict ourselves to the case where all the X” have jumps 
bounded by a constant b, not depending on n. 
Firstly we need to recall that if M” is a d-dimensional local martingale and K” 
is an Rd x k-valued optional process, uniformly bounded by a constant, on the 
space (Iz”, 9”, F”, P ‘I ), one may define the so-called ‘optional stochastic integral’ 
K” 0 M” (cf. [5, 73). If K” is predictable, one has K” OM” = K” - AI”, but if K” 
is not predictable and if M” has paths with finite variation, K” OM” does not 
necessarily coincide with the Stieltjes integral of K” with respect to M”: This fact 
brings in the limitations on Y” in the following. 
7.10. Theorem. Assume that for each n E N the semimartingale X” -XI; has its 
jumps bounded by a constant b not depending on n, and dertote by X” -X: = M” + A” 
its canonical decomposition. Let F” be defined by (2.2). Then the following statements 
are equivalent : 
(ir The sequences (&;;),, r. and (&5~)n-zo are relatively weakly compact and 
Property [A.\] holds with rhe sieves generated by the F”. 
(ii) if we consider, for each n, an F”-predictable process H” and an p”-optional 
process K’” on (R”, 9”, P”) with values in R“’ x Rd, both sequences (H”) and (K ‘,) 
being uniformly bounded and if we write Y” = HII . Xl; -t K” 0 M” + H ‘, Q A”, the 
sequence (py,rl I,, +, is relatively weakly compact. 
Proof, Assume tirst (iI, and let V”’ be as in (ii). We can obviously assume that 
,H”j -1 1 and iK”‘c 1. 
The sequence (P;.;; ),, _-(, is trivially relatively weakly compact. The canonical 
decomposition of Y” - Y;f is y” - Y;f = N,’ +B”, where N,’ =K” Q M” and B” z 
H” .,4”. 
On the other hanrl, fet M be a one-dimensional locally square integrable local 
martingale with MO = 0, and let K be a one-dimensional optional process bounded 
by 1. on the stochastic basis (R, S,$, P). We denote by “Z the predictable 
projectton of the process Z. Then it is known that 
I%ssing io the dual pr&tctablc projcctinn (an operation that preserves the strong 
or&r 1, WC oblain 
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Coming back to N” = M” 0 M”, it follows that 
i$d, (N ‘lVi, Nnsi) < 4dd’ ,c, (kPi, itPi). 
‘b 
On the other hand, it is easy to check that 
C V(,“*i) -cd’ C V(A”“). 
isd’ isd 
Hence the process associated to Y” - Yli by (2.2) is strongly smaller ,than G” = 
4dd’F”. 
Finally we have jAY”I s IAX” + p(/AM”ll s l~X”l+ JL\F”. Since the processes 
X” satisfy Property [A;] with the sieves generated by the F”, it is easy to deduce 
that the Y” satisfy Property [Ah] with the sieves generated by the G”. Hence, the 
sequence (Y”) fulfills the conditions of Theorem 7.1, and the sequence (I”;-.“),, ..() 
is relatively weakly compact. Therefore we have proved that (i) =+ (ii). 
Assume conversely that (ii) holds. The sequence (&;),50 is obviously relatively 
keakly compact. By 4.17(i), (i) will then follow if we can prove that the sequence 
(&~~),3,0 is relatively weakly compact, where 2” = (X”, ((M”“, M”‘i)),. ,:, V(A”)). 
If R”” = 2M?’ + AM”,‘, we have 
Therefore, if 2” = (X”, M”, (&n’i 0 M”*‘)i _(), V(A”)) it is sufficient to prove that 
(& pt ), .zO is relatively weakly compact. 
One can find a predictable process h ‘I*’ such that [,?‘.‘I- 1 and that V(A”“)= 
h “,’ . A”*i. Hence 2” = Y”, if we take d’=4d and 
H kij = 8 1, + h n.is i.3d +J, 
(7.; 1) 
K 
n,rj = 6ii +Si.d+j +~n.i~z.2J+jm 
But we cannot immediately apply the assumption (ii) to Y” because R”*’ is not 
bounded. However, (ii) implies that (&,n),3,, is relatively weakly compact. Hence. 
if 7+‘(a) := inf{t: IM:‘I >a}, we have, for all N EN, 
lim lim sup ,“{,‘(a) 5 N} = 0. 
a?‘= n 
(7.12) 
Therefore the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 7.4, with (7.7) replaced 
by (7.121, shows that the sequence (pj”,,~~),, 3jJ is relatively weakly compact it‘. instead 
of being uniformly bounded, K” and H” satisfy the following: 
For every a ~0, there exist a’> Cl such that IK”) us n’ and 
/iY”j c a’ on [0, T”(a )[I for all 11 EN. 
t7.1? 
Now, if H” and K” are given by (7.11), they satisfy (7.13) (recall that, since 
jLX”i sb, we have IM”/ d 2h j. Therefore, we deduce that the sequence C&~t),, w 
is relatively weakly compact, which proves the implication (ii) =J (i). 
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7.14. Corollary. Assume that, for each n EN, X” is a continuous semimartingale 
with canonical decomposition X” =X: +M” +A”. Let F” be defined by (2.2). Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) The sequences @?c;)~~o and (l%) n aO are relatively weakly compact. 
(ii) If we consider, for each n, two F’“-predictable processes H” and K” on 
(R”, 9”, P”) with values in Rd’ x Rd, both sequences (H”) and (K “) being uniformly 
bounded, and if we write Y” = Hz; +K” * M” + H” * A”, then the sequence 
(&~)nz~ is relatively weakly compact. 
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